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Abstract—Workflow management is a widely studied research subject due to its criticality for the efficient execution of various processing activities towards concluding innovative applications. A set of models has been already proposed dealing with the allocation of each task present in a workflow. The ultimate goal is to eliminate the required time for delivering the final outcome taking into consideration the dependencies between tasks. In this paper, we go a step forward and enhance the decision making of a scheduler with a batch oriented approach to deal with a high number of workflows. We also focus on a gap of the respective literature, i.e., apart from the time and cost requirements, we focus on the statistics of the underlying data where tasks should be executed. We provide a probabilistic ‘data’ oriented approach combined with a ‘infrastructure’ oriented scheme to pay attention on dynamic environments where the underlying data are continuously updated trying to minimize the network overhead for migrating data. We propose the sequential management of workflows, i.e., we map the workflows requirements for data with the available datasets, then, combine the outcome with an optimization model upon the time requirements and the cost of every placement. The performance of our sequential management is revealed by a high number of experiments depicting the advantages in the network overhead. Our evaluation deals with a high number of real workflow applications and a comparative assessment with other baseline schemes.

Index Terms—workflows management, tasks scheduling, decision making, probabilistic model, distributed processing

I. INTRODUCTION

The mapping of a number of connected tasks upon a set of heterogeneous resources/nodes is the subject of workflow scheduling. The problem is widely studied in the research community being active in the domains of Grid and Cluster Computing [1]. Recently, one can observe an increased interest in workflow scheduling in Cloud [2]. There, we can detect a substantial amount of resources, a variety of virtual platforms and enjoy zero cost for management/maintenance. Various challenges should be met before we are in a position to adopt fully automated services for workflow management. For instance, the pay-as-you go model and data-transfer costs can be a obstacle to Cloud’s potentials [1].

Utilizing processing nodes at the Cloud involves a monetary cost that depends on the time devoted to reserve the resources. Additionally, the performance of resources varies due to the resource sharing of Virtual Machines (VMs). For instance, Amazon Web Services (AWS) offers the following categories: (i) on-demand with fixed price per time unit; (ii) reserved resources with a lower price than the on-demand service and a long lease; (iii) spot instances dealing with the reservation of unused capacity and a significant discount. Similar strategies are adopted by other providers like Google, Alibaba, Microsoft, etc. We can easily detect the trade off between acquiring a reserved resource and pay more compared to the acquisition of spot instances with a significantly reduced cost but with no guarantee for the success of the reservation. Obviously, the target of users is to execute their workflow applications in the minimum time and cost. The minimization of the execution time, i.e., makespan, is a research subject that has been extensively studied by the research community and a set of algorithms are proposed like HEFT, CPOP [3] and DCP [4]. However, such algorithms neglect the increased cost incurred by placing tasks without taking into consideration the cost incurred by the transfer of data by external nodes or resources. This cost is realized by the network overhead imposed by selecting processing nodes owing datasets with limited similarity with the data demanded by workflows. To the best of our knowledge, the majority of the relevant efforts in the domain, they target to ‘infrastructure’ oriented decisions paying limited attention on the data upon which every workflow should be executed. Evidently, workflow tasks may demand for specific data to perform the envisioned processing. The assumption behind other models is that the requested data can be present at any processing node or they can be migrated to the node where the execution will be realized. However, data migration incurs an increased network overhead.
In this paper, we argue upon a holistic model that takes into consideration not only the ‘infrastructure oriented’ parameters but also the ‘data oriented’ aspects. We investigate a dynamic scheduling approach and resource provisioning management like in our past efforts [5], [6], however, we focus on the data required by tasks and match them against the data present at the processing nodes before we conclude any placement. We propose the use of two orchestrators, i.e., the Global Orchestrator (GO) and the Local Orchestrator (LO). The GO is responsible to reveal the distance between the data requested by a workflow and the available datasets. The GO relies on a probabilistic model and performs the ‘data’ oriented scheduling and it realizes the first step of our workflow sequential management. The GO delivers an initial placement, then, as multiple workflows may be assigned in the same node, the LO proceeds to refinements and concludes the prioritization of the tasks. The LO separates the incoming tasks in two categories based on their criticality and proceeds by placing them for execution using the Shortest Job First (SJF) policy subject to the decisions made by the GO. The intuition behind our approach is two-fold: At first, we seek to maximize the data mappings and, secondly, to minimize the infrastructure oriented parameters and limit the execution time and cost. To the best of our knowledge, this is one of the first attempts that deal with the combination of infrastructure and data oriented parameters in the scheduling of scientific workflows. The following list reports on the contribution of our work:

- We propose two orchestrators, i.e., the GO and the LO to perform the scheduling at two levels;
- For supporting the GO, we provide a probabilistic model for exposing the distance between workflows requirements and data present at every processing node;
- For supporting the LO, we provide a fast approach that improves tasks throughput making sure that shorter jobs are executed first chasing a short turnaround time;
- We perform an extensive experimental evaluation of the proposed model and simulate the execution of a high number of real-world scientific workflows;

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II discuss the prior work in the specific domain. System model and problem formulation are illustrated in Section III. The proposed approach is presented in Section IV. The evaluation of the model is discussed in Section V. Our conclusions and plans for future research are presented in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

A decentralized approach for workflow scheduling is presented in [7] where the Dynamic Hierarchical Scheduling (DHS) algorithm is proposed. DHS is a two-stage algorithm where in the first stage it operates using the Dynamic Level Scheduling (DLS) [8] algorithm and in the second stage determines the resource within the group that results in the earliest finish time. A planner-guided dynamic scheduling strategy for multiple workflows is featured in [9]. The proposed system consists of three components namely DAG Planner, Job Pool and Executor. The DAG Planner prioritize each task of the workflow locally using the HEFT algorithm [3]. The Executor globally re-prioritizes the jobs in the Job Pool. The task with the highest priority is scheduled to the resource that result in the earliest finish time. The effect of different scheduling policies in heterogeneous distributed real-time systems has been extensively studied in [10]. The proposed policies work in the context of every list scheduling algorithms i.e., a task prioritization phase and a resource selection phase. For the first phase different algorithm can be applied e.g., Earliest Deadline First (EDF). In [11], the Highest Level First (HLM) [12] or the Least Space–Time First (LSTF) [13]. In the second phase the exploitation of schedule holes is initiated using classic bin packing algorithm are applied like first Fit (FF), Best Fit (BF) and Worst Fit (WF). An extension of [10] is presented in [14] where multiple workflows arrive in a multi-tenant environment. Tsai et al. [15] advances the idea of a clustering technique [16] to reduce the communication cost among tasks. Commonly tasks within the same resource bear no communication overhead. In the same fashion as in [10], the exploitation of schedule holes was carried out using the BF algorithm.

Another algorithm elastically adjusts the number of resources for time constrained workflows [17] or an auto-scaling mechanism where budget and deadline are either distributed in each task [18] (sub-deadline, sub-budget) or are assigned to the entire workflow [19]. ToF [20], is a general transformation-based optimization framework compromised by a transformation and a planner component. The first component consists of six transformation operation e.g., merge and split while the second one performs the transformation on the workflow according to the cost optimization function. Dyna [21] is another Workflow as a Service (WaaS) framework. It considers both spot and on-demand instances and offers a probabilistic deadline guarantee. For each task, a configuration plan is generated while, at the runtime, auto-scaling of resources is reinforced. In [22], the authors integrate an Edge Orchestrator (EO) in an Edge-Cloud environment to assign tasks on edge nodes or offloading them to Cloud, as well as to aggregate data produced at the edge. In [23], multiple factors are considered such deadline, location, budget constraint, energy and computation capacity before assigning a task at the edge of the network or the Cloud. That scheduling problem is tackled by the development of a greedy heuristic algorithm. The authors of [24] propose a dynamic multi-level scheduling scheme that decouples data placement from task scheduling. The first level is initiated prior to tasks execution and, in the second level, tasks are assigned to resources depending on the particular strategy and their dependencies. In the third level, a monitoring mechanism is triggered whenever there is a need to move or replicate data. The authors of [25] hold the view that a high latency is caused by transferring large amount of data across multiple nodes. They proposed GASPO, a data placement method that combines Genetic Algorithms (GAs) and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO).
tasks according to a specific strategy (see section IV-1) that tries to eliminate the network overhead. In the second level, the LO is responsible to prioritize tasks within the node. Each node $n_i$ is equipped with a local queue where ready tasks sent by the GO are placed. Tasks are considered for scheduling one by one according to a priority value (see section IV-2). The first task of the local queue is placed for execution when $n_i$ becomes idle.

Fig. 1: System’s architecture

1) Global orchestration: Our problem is to detect the appropriate node for each set of ready tasks to eliminate the need for data migration. We envision assignments that ‘match’ every workflow with the node that corresponds to its ‘requirements’: the appropriate data and the appropriate processing speed.

We propose the use of a model to detect the probability of assignment for each potential pair $w_i, n_j,$ i.e., $P(w_i, n_j).$ From every $w_i,$ we consider the $T$ ready tasks $t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_T$ (we slightly update the above given notation to facilitate our calculations). A (sub)set of tasks demand for a specific range of data while the remaining are dependent tasks, i.e., they wait for the outcomes of their peer-tasks. Focusing on the generalized data demand of $w_i$ which represents the demand dictated by all tasks in $w_i$, we get $D_{w_i} = \bigcup_{k=1}^{T} t_k.$ We consider a multivariate scenario where $M$ dimensions are adopted for every data vector. This means that $w_i$ demands data for each dimension $m, m = 1, 2, \ldots, M$ based on a ‘range’ model, i.e., $D_{w_i} = \langle [\min_1, \max_1], [\min_2, \max_2], \ldots, [\min_M, \max_M] \rangle.$

For simplicity in our calculations, we consider the middle of each interval, i.e., $D_{w_i} = \langle d_{m} \rangle$ with $d_{m} = \frac{\min_m + \max_m}{2} \quad m, m = 1, 2, \ldots, M.$

On the other side, every node $n_j$ is the owner of a dataset, i.e., a set of multivariate vectors, i.e., $x = \langle x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_M \rangle.$ Without loss of generality, we consider that every dimension follows a Normal distribution with mean $\mu_m$ and standard deviation $\sigma_m.$ $\mu_m$ and $\sigma_m$ can be updated through an incremental approach in order to save time. We discern that the assignment of a workflow in a processing node should be dictated by

### III. Preliminaries & Problem Formulation

We consider a set of workflows $W = \{w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_W\}$ that has to be scheduled in a set of processing nodes (present at the Cloud or in a Fog/Edge computing environment) $N = \{n_1, n_2, \ldots, n_{|N|}\}.$ Workflows arrive in the system at different time units and may request for a specific range of data to perform their actions. $w_i$ (the $i^{th}$ workflow) is modeled as a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) ($T_i, E_i$) where $T_i$ denotes its set of heterogeneous tasks and $E_i$ the set of edges. $t_{ij}$ denotes the $j^{th}$ task of $w_i$ assuming a total ordering ($1 \leq j \leq |T_i|$). Also, $e_{ij}$ denotes a weighted directed edge connecting $t_{ij}$ and $t_{iz}$ (predecessor) and $d_{wij}$ is the corresponding weight. A task may be bounded to data that are located in one or more nodes. This makes the problem more complex while it differentiates it from the majority of works that tackle the single or the multiple workflow scheduling problem. Past efforts assume data dependencies only between tasks. Let $a_{ij}$ denote a precedence constraint between $t_{ij}$ and data $DS_{ij}$ denoting the $j^{th}$ dataset at $n_j$. $t_{ij}$ must receive $DS_{ij}$ to start its execution. Communication among nodes $n_a$ and $n_b$ occurs at a certain transfer rate ($TR_{xy}$). Let $B_{xy}$ be a boolean variable with $B_{xy} = 0$ iff $x = y$ otherwise $B_{xy} = 1.$ Also, $A_{iz}$ is a binary variable depicting whether $t_{iz}$ requests data from a predecessor $t_{ij}$ ($A_{iz} = 1$) or requests the $k^{th}$ data from $n_j$ ($A_{iz} = 0$). Assuming that $t_{iz}$ is assigned in $n_y$ and $t_{ij}$ in $n_x$, the temporal cost for transferring data towards $t_{iz}$ is expressed by $R_{iz} = A_{iz} \times \frac{B_{xy} \times d_{wij}}{|T_j|} + (1 - A_{iz}) \times \frac{B_{ij} \times D_{jk}}{|T_j|}.$ In case where $t_{iz}$ and $t_{ij}$ are assigned in the same node, then, $R_{iz} = 0.$ The same holds true when $t_{iz}$ and $D_{jk}$ are assigned in the same node. Assuming that $t_{ij}$ is assigned for execution to $n_z,$ the Estimated Start Time (EST) of $t_{ij}$ is expressed by $EST_{t_{ij}} = \max \{\text{available}_z, \text{max}_{i,k \in \text{pred}(t_{ij})} \{AFT_{t_{ik}} + R_{ij}\} \}$ while the Estimated Finish Time (EFT) by $EFT_{t_{ij}} = EST_{t_{ij}} + ET_{t_{ij}}$ ($ET$ is the execution time of $t_{ij}$ on $n_j$, available$_z$ denotes the time that $n_j$ is available (idle state). For entry tasks having no predecessors the second argument of the EST is always max$_{j \in \text{pred}(t_{ij})} \{AFT_{t_{ij}} + R_{ij}\}.$ We propose a model to detect the probability of assignment for each potential pair $w_i, n_j,$ i.e., $P(w_i, n_j).$ From every $w_i,$ we consider the $T$ ready tasks $t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_T$ (we slightly update the above given notation to facilitate our calculations). A (sub)set of tasks demand for a specific range of data while the remaining are dependent tasks, i.e., they wait for the outcomes of their peer-tasks. Focusing on the generalized data demand of $w_i$ which represents the demand dictated by all tasks in $w_i$, we get $D_{w_i} = \bigcup_{k=1}^{T} t_k.$ We consider a multivariate scenario where $M$ dimensions are adopted for every data vector. This means that $w_i$ demands data for each dimension $m, m = 1, 2, \ldots, M$ based on a ‘range’ model, i.e., $D_{w_i} = \langle [\min_1, \max_1], [\min_2, \max_2], \ldots, [\min_M, \max_M] \rangle.$

For simplicity in our calculations, we consider the middle of each interval, i.e., $D_{w_i} = \langle d_{m} \rangle$ with $d_{m} = \frac{\min_m + \max_m}{2} \quad m, m = 1, 2, \ldots, M.$

On the other side, every node $n_j$ is the owner of a dataset, i.e., a set of multivariate vectors, i.e., $x = \langle x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_M \rangle.$ Without loss of generality, we consider that every dimension follows a Normal distribution with mean $\mu_m$ and standard deviation $\sigma_m.$ $\mu_m$ and $\sigma_m$ can be updated through an incremental approach in order to save time. We discern that the assignment of a workflow in a processing node should be dictated by

### IV. Probabilistic Workflow Management

Multiple workflows formulation. We consider a two level orchestration scheme as depicted by Fig. 1. In the first level, the GO, iteratively, receives the ready tasks of the envisioned workflows and assigns them to the available nodes. The GO is triggered at predefined intervals while other strategies could be also adopted (e.g., when significant updates on the present data are realized). We assume the existence of a global queue that contains the ready tasks of each workflow, i.e., tasks for which all predecessors have finished their execution. The GO assigns
the matching between \( D_{w_i} \) and \( D_{n_j} \) \( = \langle \mu^1_i, \mu^2_i, \ldots, \mu^M_i \rangle \) (\( D_{n_j} \) represents the vector of means for each dimension). For simplicity in our notations, we eliminate the indexes \( i \) and \( j \) from the representation of \( D_{w_i} \) and \( D_{n_j} \).

The aforementioned matching can be depicted by the distance between the required data and the means of local datasets. This can be estimated by the absolute value of the difference \( \Omega_{ij} = |D_{w_i} - D_{n_j}| = \sum_{m=1}^M |d_m - \mu_m| \).

We rely on the random variables \( X_m \) and \( Y_m \) depicting the data requirements and the data present at the local datasets for the \( m \)th dimension. As both variables follow a Normal distribution, we can define the random variable \( Q = X - Y \) (we omit the index \( m \) for simplicity) follows a Normal difference distribution, i.e., \( Q \sim \mathcal{N}(\mu_X - \mu_Y, \sigma_X^2 + \sigma_Y^2) \) [26].

**Lemma 1.** The cumulative distribution function (cdf) and the mean of the absolute difference of \( X \) & \( Y \) are given by:

\[
F_Z(z) = \frac{1}{2} \left[ \text{erf} \left( \frac{z + (\mu_X - \mu_Y)}{\sqrt{2(\sigma_X^2 + \sigma_Y^2)}} \right) + \text{erf} \left( \frac{z - (\mu_X - \mu_Y)}{\sqrt{2(\sigma_X^2 + \sigma_Y^2)}} \right) \right]
\]

and

\[
\mu_Z = \sqrt{\frac{2}{\pi}} (\sigma_X^2 + \sigma_Y^2) e^{\frac{-(\mu_X - \mu_Y)^2}{2(\sigma_X^2 + \sigma_Y^2)}} \left( 1 - 2\Phi \left( -\frac{\mu_X - \mu_Y}{\sqrt{\sigma_X^2 + \sigma_Y^2}} \right) \right)
\]

where \( \Phi() \) is the cdf of the univariate standard normal distribution.

By adopting simple calculations, the cdf of \( Z \) is given by:

\[
F_Z(z) = \frac{1}{2} \left[ \text{erf} \left( \frac{z + (\mu_X - \mu_Y)}{\sqrt{2(\sigma_X^2 + \sigma_Y^2)}} \right) + \text{erf} \left( \frac{z - (\mu_X - \mu_Y)}{\sqrt{2(\sigma_X^2 + \sigma_Y^2)}} \right) \right] \quad (1)
\]

Finally, the mean of \( Z \) is given by:

\[
\mu_Z = \sqrt{\frac{2}{\pi}} (\sigma_X^2 + \sigma_Y^2) e^{\frac{-(\mu_X - \mu_Y)^2}{2(\sigma_X^2 + \sigma_Y^2)}} \left( 1 - 2\Phi \left( -\frac{\mu_X - \mu_Y}{\sqrt{\sigma_X^2 + \sigma_Y^2}} \right) \right)
\]

Adopting the equations provided by Lemma 1, we can identify that \( \Omega_{ij} \) is the summation of \( M \) folded Normal distributions, i.e., \( \Omega_{ij} = \sum_{m=1}^M Z_m \). In general, we want to have \( \Omega \leq \theta \) where \( \theta \) is a pre-defined threshold depicting the magnitude of matching between \( D_{w_i} \) & \( D_{n_j} \). Focusing on an individual dimension, we want \( \beta = P (Z_m \leq \theta_m) \) with \( \theta_m \) being the threshold for the specific dimension. The use of different thresholds \( \theta_m \) opens up the path to adopt a strategy for handling a trade off and paying more attention on a (sub)set of dimensions demanding for a low difference.

**Lemma 2.** The probability of the assignment of \( w_i \) to \( n_j \) as depicted by their data distance is given by \( \Omega_{ij} = \prod_{m=1}^M F_{Z}^m (\theta_m) \)

**Proof.** \( \beta \) depicts the cdf of \( Z_m \). In our analysis, we consider independent dimensions, thus, the probability of assignment (matching) between \( w_i \) and \( n_j \) is defined by: \( \Omega_{ij} = \prod_{m=1}^M F_{Z}^m (\theta_m) \)

For each \( w_i \), we select the node \( n_j \) that makes the following equation true: \( n_j = \arg\max_{n_j \in N} \Omega_{ij} \).

2) **Local orchestration:** The LO is invoked when one or more tasks arrive in a node. The LO is responsible to find the execution start time of each task and subsequently assign them to the local queue. An interesting observation is the heterogeneity of tasks, i.e., tasks have different processing demands, are bounded to different data and belong to different workflows. We depart from this non-trivial issue and split incoming tasks into two categories. The first category contains tasks that belong in the critical path of a workflow while the second category contains the rest. Tasks of the first category are prioritized for execution as their delayed execution will affect the final makespan. We should mention that when tasks arrive in a node they start requesting the appropriate data to initiate their execution. Tasks enter the local queue when they are ready for execution i.e., their EST value is equal to the current time. Tasks in both categories are scheduled based on the Shortest Job First (SJF) policy to minimize the average waiting time among them. In case new tasks arrive in the system and the local waiting queue is not empty the aforementioned policy is applied again and tasks are re-prioritized. We have to notice that if tasks are placed at a node not having similar data, tasks will demand those data from other nodes increasing the network overhead and the execution time.

V. **Experimental Evaluation & Performance Assessment**

**Workflows, Resources & Performance Metrics.** We report on the experimental evaluation of the proposed model focusing on the minimization of the need for transferring data in the network and using six (6) different workflow applications as depicted by [28], and [29]. The number of tasks, the execution time of each task as well the amount of data transferred between them is reported in a ‘Directed Acyclic Graph in XML’ (DAX) format. Workflows include Montage, CyberShake, LIGO, SIPHT, Genome and Epigenomics which are extensively adopted in the relevant literature. The discussed
workflows ‘cover’ all the basic execution patterns such as pipelining, process, data aggregation, data distribution and redistribution. Each workflow is provided in different sizes with a total of 54 workflow applications being adopted in our experimentation with their characteristics given in Table I.

TABLE I:Workflow characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>(Number of workflows)</th>
<th>Number of Tasks (min-max)</th>
<th>CCR (min-max)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Montage (10)</td>
<td></td>
<td>25 - 800</td>
<td>23.9 - 36.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CyberShake (10)</td>
<td></td>
<td>30 - 800</td>
<td>206.6 - 257.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIGO (10)</td>
<td></td>
<td>30 - 800</td>
<td>0.05 - 0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIPHT (10)</td>
<td></td>
<td>30 - 700</td>
<td>0.21 - 0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genome (10)</td>
<td></td>
<td>50 - 900</td>
<td>0.01 - 1.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epigenomics (4)</td>
<td></td>
<td>24 - 997</td>
<td>0.05 - 2.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CCR depicts the Communication to computation value i.e., the ratio between the average communication cost and the average computation cost. CCR reveals whether a workflow is communication intensive (high value) or computation intensive (low value). For each experiment nodes processing capacity is randomly set between 1 and 16 task computational demand units considering an equal transfer rate among them. Without loss of generality, we consider that task requests for a specific range of data is realized in the unity interval while data collected by nodes are randomly set in the unity interval too. The performance of the proposed model is evaluated by: (i) the total volume of data transferred through the network ($V$), (ii) the average $\Omega$ and (iii) the overall time (ms) required by the GO to deliver the final decisions ($DT$).

To measure the total volume of migrated data (in case a task demands data not present in the node where the placement is realized), we assume the reward function $r(t_i, n_j)$ that returns the temporal cost of sending data demanded by $t_i$ to $n_j$ as follows: $r(t_i, n_j) = \sum_{k=1}^{M} (1 - F_z(\theta_i))/\text{Comm}_{w_i}$ with $\text{Comm}_{w_i}$ being the average communication cost of $w_i$.

**Performance Evaluation.** We compare the proposed methodology, i.e., the Probabilistic Management of Workflows (PMW) against two well-known algorithms: the Round Robin (RR) and the HEFT algorithm [3]. For each task, the RR assigns tasks by selecting the processing nodes in a circular order while HEFT selects the node that results in the minimum EFT. Initially, we evaluate our model in terms of $V$ and $\Omega$. We consider three different realizations of $\theta$ (we consider the same threshold for all dimensions) randomly selecting it in the following intervals: (a) $[0, 1]$, (b) $[0, 0.3]$ (c) $[0.3, 0.6]$.

We evaluate our scheme through an extensive set of simulations involving different number and types of workflows. The number of nodes and dimensions are set equal to 10. In Figs.
Fig. 3: Average $\Omega$. 

2a-2c and Figs. 3a-3c, we assume that 10 workflows of the same type arrive in the system at random time units. In Figs. 2d and 3d, we increase the number of workflows and get it equal to 10, 20, 40 or 60. In each experiment, we mix the number and the types of the considered workflows.

In Fig. 2, we plot the percentage of the improvement that the PMW offers in terms of $V$ against RR and HEFT. Actually, the plot depicts the difference between our model and the aforementioned algorithms, i.e., $\epsilon = \frac{V_{\text{ref}} - V_{\text{PMW}}}{V_{\text{ref}}} \%$ ($V_{\text{ref}}$ is the realization of $V$ for the discussed models RR and HEFT). We can observe a significant reduction of the data migration actions due to the appropriate placement of the desired tasks into the available nodes as concluded by the PMW. This holds true for all the experimental scenarios. When $\theta \in [0.3, 0.6]$, we can observe the maximum performance as the proposed model is more relaxed in the delivery of the matching outcome. With the term relaxed, we annotate a behaviour that leaves room for the matching process that may result a ‘better’ dataset compared to a ‘strict’ threshold that tries to seek a perfect match. In real cases, the use of a very low $\theta$ may jeopardize the quality of the matching process with the danger of not returning any outcome forcing the proposed model to rely on a completely random selection afterwards. In case where $\theta$ is realized in the unity interval (heavy fluctuations in its value are concluded in consequent iterations), we observe that the reduction of the data migration actions is less than the aforementioned scenario ($\theta \in [0.3, 0.6]$) proving our allegations.

In Fig. 3, we plot our results for $\Omega$. Here, we can observe that the PMW achieves a higher probability of assignment that the remaining models that participate in our comparative assessment. Recall that a high $\Omega$ depicts a high matching between the data demanded by workflows and the available datasets. The interesting is that the proposed model is not affected by the type of the workflow as presented by Figs 3a, 3b, 3c, or the number of workflows as presented by Fig. 3d. We can easily discern the stability of the PMW and its attitude to select similar datasets for every workflow always targeting to minimize the network overhead.

We perform another set of experiments and evaluate the proposed model concerning the time required by the GO $DT$ to deliver the final decision of the envisioned assignments. We adopt $M \in [10, 100]$ and $|\mathcal{N}| \in [10, 100]$. After the experimentation, we retrieve $DT \in [59.7, 500.66]$ which
leads to a throughput of 1.99 to 16.75 sets of workflows per second. We have to notice that, in this experimentation activity, we consider ten workflows per set belonging on the Genome type. Evidently, the proposed model can be efficiently incorporated into a real time decision making mechanism to support applications at the Cloud or Fog/Edge environments.

VI. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK

We propose a model that targets to assist in the scheduling of scientific workflows over distributed heterogeneous resources. We aim at combining the requirements of workflows in terms of data upon which the envisioned processing will be realized and ‘legacy’ approaches that target to minimize the execution time and the monetary cost. We elaborate on the use of two orchestrators, i.e., a global one that adopts a probabilistic approach to expose the distance between workflows requirements and the available datasets and a local orchestrator that performs the prioritization of tasks internally in the processing nodes. The probabilistic model assists in the assignment process while the prioritization scheme assists in the efficient execution of the assigned tasks. Our results reveal a good performance of the proposed scheme as compared with other similar efforts and baseline models. We show that the network overhead is minimized as we avoid the unnecessary data migrations due to inefficient placements. In the first places of our future research plans, one can find an intelligent technique for the management of tasks in the local orchestrator to cover the heterogeneity of tasks characteristics and their significance to the efficient conclusion of the entire workflow.
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